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 by rose de fremery

IN OCTOBER, 

IT’S ABOUT THE #REDSOX SOCIAL NATION

It’s the bottom of the 10th inning on a 
sultry evening in early August of 2011. The 
Red Sox are facing off against the Yankees 
for first place in the AL East. Josh Reddick 
cracks a walk-off single down the left field 
line off legendary closer Mariano Rivera, 
propelling Boston to a 3-2 victory over its 
rival. While bars throughout New England 
are erupting in cheers, the Twitter’s Red Sox 
Nation timeline is overflowing with euphoric 
tweets.

@ G a r y _ R o z a n s k i : 
“REDDDDDICCCCCKKKK!”

@heybarto: “Blown save by Mariano 
Rivera is there a better sentence in the 
English language… #redsox”

@JaredCarrabis: “Tonight’s hero is 
Josh Reddick, who walks off in the 
bottom of the tenth with a shot down 
the left field line! #RedSox win, 3-2. 1st 
place.”

@bostonradio “Bedlam here.”

@SurvivingGrady “As a wise man once 
asked, Why not us? #redsox”

@mtkr “Of course now I’m too wired to 
go to sleep.”

@hangingsox “I’ma sleep well tonight! 
:D #itsactuallymorningbutwhatever”

@OverTheMonster “10-2 makes this 
the first season series win since 2004. 
Did anything interesting happen that 
year?  I forget.”  

Boston Red Sox fans are among the most 
loyal and passionate in all of sports. I should 
know: I’m a Massachusetts native and have 

been a Sox fan since birth. Where I’m from, 
following the Sox is part of the rhythm of 
New England life and it culminates in a cre-
scendo of Fall fervor just as the trees are 
turning brilliant colors along hillsides from 
Maine to Rhode Island. It is difficult to re-
create the atmosphere outside of the geo-
graphic boundaries of the Red Sox Nation. 
While living abroad in Japan from 1998-
2001 I kept up with the Sox by listening 
to the games on RealPlayer. If we pulled 
out a major victory, I might have pumped 
my fist or let out a shout of joy but aside 
from exchanging emails with my equally 
thrilled father back in Massachusetts there 
was no way to share the experience in real 
time. Although I could hear radio announcer 

Joe Castiglione call the game on the same 
broadcast with which I grew up, I still acutely 
felt the nearly 6,700 mile distance from my 
rural Japanese town to Fenway Park.

“Blown save by  
Mariano Rivera 
is there a better 
sentence in the  
English 
language… 
#redsox”
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Friendships formed 
online are moving offline, 
with tweetups forming in 
local communities.  

Fast forward to 2007. I first found my way 
into the Red Sox Nation on Twitter quite by 
accident. Faced with the question “What are 
you doing?” and the 140 character prompt, I 
naturally started tweeting about the games I 
was watching. Soon I was getting email no-
tifications that fellow Sox fans were follow-
ing me. From there I clicked on the profiles 
of the people they were talking to as well as 
the people they were following and my Sox 
Twitter circle began to grow. Once I started 
adding the #redsox hashtag to my tweets, 
even more fans began subscribing to my 
feed. Before long I was part of a core group 
hanging on every pitch online. In truth we’d 
each been doing so on our own long before 
Twitter; we’d just never had the chance to 
connect with each other until the social 
media link was made.

Sox fans in our community share the 
season to its fullest: Papi’s towering home 
runs over the Green Monster, Red Sox 
manager Terry Francona’s arguing of calls 
with umpires of questionable visual acuity, the 
late night instant classic games that stretch 
into the early morning hours. This is where I 
commiserate with fellow die-hards, joking that 
I’m going to need a huge tumbler of Dunkin’s 
to get through the next day at the office after 
having survived that 16-inning marathon 
game against the Rays.  

The Twitter fan base provides real-time 
updates on granular details of the game that 
go unreported via traditional media. As @__
fc explains, she likes “getting explanations 
(of umpires’ calls, a player’s early exit from a 
game, etc) that broadcasts provide while at 
the game, where details fly by fast and events 
happen without explanation”. Moreover, 
as dedicated tweeter and blogger @Jared_
Carrabis highlights, beat writers: 

“will break news on Twitter before anywhere 
else. In addition to that, you don’t need to be 
a beat writer to break a story. It’s almost as if 
anyone on Twitter can be a ground reporter. 
This past winter when the Red Sox were ne-
gotiating a trade with the Padres for Adrian 
Gonzalez, there were reports that the deal fell 

The Red Sox Nation encompasses 
the globe, bringing together fans 
from locations as disparate as 
Ireland, Germany, England, Chile, 
Serbia and Australia. 
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through and that Gonzalez 
was on a plane back to 
San Diego. Well, his LIMO 
DRIVER tweeted that he 
was still in the hotel with the 
Red Sox and Jed Hoyer, and 
a deal eventually got done. 
A limo driver out-scooped 
Peter Gammons on Twitter. 
Amazing.”

In addition to gaining 
instant insider access to Sox updates available nowhere else, once 
on Twitter, many find that the Red Sox Nation has much broader 
citizenship than they knew. @SoxObsessed1 says that connecting 
with other female fans has been an unexpected boon for her. “It was 
always hard for me to find females who like baseball. And now not 
only do I have that, I have great friends now too.” @mtkr agrees. “I 
didn’t purposely try to follow female fans”, she says, “but it does turn 
out that at least 60% of the Red Sox folks I know are women. And 
they are very knowledgeable about the game. My baseball knowl-
edge has increased dramatically because of them.” @blackredsox 
fan adds that he’s been pleasantly surprised to find other black Red 
Sox fans on Twitter as well. “Although there aren’t many of us, there 
are others out there. It has changed how I watch the games and my 
interaction with people. I don’t know how I went this long without 
joining Twitter.”

The Red Sox Nation en-
compasses the globe, 
bringing together fans from 
locations as disparate as 
Ireland, Germany, England, 
Chile, Serbia and Australia. 
Irish fan @hangingsox is 
particularly happy to have 
found this community: “I’d 
just like to say that being a 
fan of the team from so far 
away, social media has really 
made things a lot easier for me. Through it, I have met great fans that 
have welcomed me into the Red Sox Nation, and have made me feel 
like I belong. If anything, social media has just verified what a great, 
passionate fan base we have!”

Friendships formed online are moving offline, with tweetups 
forming in local communities. Even the Red Sox organization got 
involved at the start of this year’s season, hosting its first official 
tweetup on May 19th at Fenway Park in which fans following the 
official @RedSox account were given exclusive access to a special 
package including standing room seats and a chance to see the game 

alongside Red Sox and New 
England Sports Network 
(NESN) TV personalities. “It 
was a lot of fun,” says Red 
Sox Manager of Marketing 
Ann Ziegler: 

“It was our first Tweetup 
ever, so we were not sure 
what to expect. On the or-
ganizational level we recog-
nize that social media is ev-

er-present in the daily lives of a lot of people, a lot of fans, and it’s a 
medium in which a lot of people are communicating. It’s mostly a fun 
way for followers to meet each other, for us to engage with fans and 
enhance the experience inside the  ballpark.” 

Even back in New York, where I live, I’ve been able to meet up 
with fellow Sox fans over the past year. Among them is @mtkr, who 
remembers how it began: “We were all getting together last year at 
Foley’s to watch a game and you came up to meet me and said we 
followed each other on Twitter.” From there, over pints of draft beer 
at Sox bars in the city, we’ve groused about Daisuke Matsuzaka’s 
departure due to Tommy John surgery, cheered Jacoby Ellsbury’s 
breakout season, and bonded over the unique experience of being 
a Boston fan in enemy territory. In some ways, our now real-life 
community is like a mini New England outpost right in the heart of 

Manhattan.

No other social media 
platform has the traction that 
Twitter does among the Red 
Sox community. @hanging-
sox puts it simply: “Twitter 
is my number one source 
for keeping up to date with 
the Red Sox”.  Most reserve 
Facebook for keeping up 
with friends and family:

“Twitter is saved for my 
Red Sox family!”, says @Gary_Rozanski. “I once connected my 
Twitter account to post to my Facebook account. As I was in New 
York, my friends back home in the UK would wake to find their news-
feeds littered with my Red Sox posts. I sensed they didn’t get it, so 
I switched it off ”.  

While Google+ is an intriguing newcomer with some fans forming 
Sox circles and following Sox sparks, it doesn’t seem to have picked 
up as a nexus for Red Sox activity as of yet.  

As the postseason is underway and the Sox aim for a World Series 
berth, their fans on Twitter will be following the team with a fervor, 

“Twitter is saved for my 
Red Sox family!”, says  
@Gary_Rozanski.

“Twitter is my number 
one source for keeping 
up to date with the Red 
Sox”
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camaraderie and exchange of up-to-the-minute developments that 
can’t be found anywhere else. When Dustin Pedroia makes a pivotal 
play to first and the hills of New England shimmer red and gold, fans 
will gather at all hours of the day to share the excitement starting with 
the simple hashtag #redsox.

Rose de Fremery is a diehard Red Sox fan living in a sea of Yankees. 
You can find her on Twitter at @RosedeFremery.

fans will gather at all 
hours of the day to 
share the excitement 
starting with the simple 
hashtag #redsox
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